DECOCoat
INNOVATIVE COATING

OUR ORIGINAL. YOUR SUCCESS.

Attractive presentation of wares
■ best quality
■ flexible
■ individual
■ reasonable
■ product-specific

Please order from a Tegometall Service Center near you.
Drawings and illustrations are without commitment. All rights reserved.
All prices are recommended prices by the manufacturer. VAT and possible
customs charges for specific countries, or import taxes are not included.
Our current General Terms of Sale, Delivery and Payment apply with the
respective addition.
Note: our prices do not include assembly.
Tegometall International Sales GmbH
Industriestraße 7
CH - 8574 Lengwil-Oberhofen

Colour differences are possible. We reserve the right to make technical
changes without notice in the interests of continued development.

Telephone +41 (0) 71 686 93 00
Fax
+41 (0) 71 686 93 78

Our previous catalogues and components price lists are hereby
cancelled.

info@tegometall.com
www.tegometall.com

Essential components of our product range are legally protected in
Germany and abroad.
Copyright © 2020
Tegometall International Sales GmbH (hereafter called Tegometall)
All rights reserved.
All illustrations are the property of Tegometall. All illustrations and
descriptions, including all trademarks and symbols, are protected by
copyright and other industrial property right laws. Any reproduction,
distribution or publication, including on the internet or any other use, is
prohibited. The content may not be reproduced, passed on and/or used
without the prior written consent of Tegometall.
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Even your own motifs like colour photos, your logo,
a graphic design of your own, lettering, etc., can be
printed with photo quality on the back panels or shelves
of our shelving systems.

DecoCoat
enables extremely flexible shopfitting. Seasonal
product accompaniment is possible without major
financial expense or time – simply replace the back
panels with a winter landscape with back panels with
pictures of spring – ready.

Wooden - page 10

DecoCoat is an innovative coating process for metal
surfaces, with which they can be given a wooden, stone
or metal look finish.

DecoCoat assists the development of brand awareness
at the point of sale and, therefore, supports imagebuilding, i.e. consistent implementation of CI
specifications right through to POS shelving.
DecoCoat enables clear differentiation from cheap
imports. The quality standard of the presented goods is
clearly emphasized.

Stone - page 13

DecoCoat is suitable for all industries and offers optimum value for money. Cost-effective printing of the
back panels and shelves, precisely as you want them.

DecoCoat allows universal design options in shopfitting
and everything can be implemented in a single shopfitting system, i.e. as part of the overall planning, you obtain everything you need from a single source: shelving
– advertising – decoration – CI.

DecoCoat arouses emotions – no anonymity in the
shop. DecoCoat guarantees relevance – topicality –
attention – sentimental value – recognition.
DecoCoat enables clear differentiation from competitors.
DecoCoat its outstanding features are top quality and
durability as well as optimum value for money. No
plastic films or sheeting are used.
DecoCoat shelving systems are food safe and are
therefore suitable for all industries.
They can be disposed of in the usual waste systems,
and do not require any hazardous or toxic waste
measures.

Metal - page 14

DecoCoat Formats up to 200 x 80 cm can be printed.
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I N D I V I D UA L LY D E S I G N E D D EC O C OAT

Choose your theme, whether it‘s your own design or ready-made decor, and make sure
the file meets the following criteria:
Make sure that your image is saved in the correct
image size, the correct file format and in the correct
colour model.

Image Size: 300 dpi, min. 100 dpi
File format: Texts in EPS file format
Image format files: TIFF
Colour model: CMYK

Please send us your data on CD or DVD. The data
exchange via FTP server is possible on request.

All high resolution / high
quality images can be
enlarged to the desired
format without any problems.

Images with a low
resolution / low quality
can-not be enlarged and
are in the magnification
shown as blurred and
pixelated.

Not vectorised logo

Vectorised logo
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Example:
A picture has an image size of 24.13 x 17.98 cm
100 dpi resolution. If you wished to apply this
photo for example to a back panel with a size of
100 x 40 cm, it would then only have appr. 44 dpi and
so would not be suitable, as the photo must have at
least 100 dpi in its end format.
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A PPL I C AT I O N E X A M PL E S FO R D ECO COAT
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A PPL I C AT I O N E X A M PL E S FO R TOY S H O P

The rear panels with the logos of individual manufacturers can be simply
exchanged, creating a neat and clearly ordered showroom.
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EFFECTS WITH LIGHT

Create interesting effects by the creative use of light. We use laser technology to cut
out your logo or any other motif from the front panel of the counter or the back panel
and then provide backlighting. The result is a game with light which creates an impressive spatial effect.
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THE ELEGANCE OF WOOD DECOR FINISHES

These wood effects are produced by high-quality
DecoCoat surfaces D1 (fine structured).

Maple

(828)

Red oak (818)

Ash (825)

Walnut (820)
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Wild bear, bleached (813)

Ash, bleached (824)

(816)

Ash, light (808)

Chestnut

(808)

Wild cherry (814)

Pine, knotty (910)

Chestnut, dark

(823)

Wild pear, cognac

Cherry

(826)

Elm, Atlantic

(827)

Chestnut, light (822)

Wenge (817)

The proposed wooden designs give our counters and showcases an unmistakable elegance which attracts the attention of customers and remains in pleasant the memory.
Also our sales shelving with unobtrusive wood DecoCoat look generates an atmosphere
to turn shopping into an enjoyable experience.

Elm (815)

Mahogany (821)

Burr wood (810)

Acacia (802)
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MINERAL DECOR SURFACE FINISHES

Our high-grade stone decor sales shelving creates an exclusive shopping ambience with small effort. The sophisticated impression brings an added
quality aspiration to the presented goods. Used in combination with your own freely
designed DecoCoat motifs you can create your own highly flexible, easy changeable
shopfitting equipment which will set you apart from your competitors. The range of
stone decors is continuously extended to address every conceivable preference.
Marble, white Carrera

(807)

Marble, green (806)

The stone look finishes are high-grade DecoCoat surfaces D2 (fine structured and
smooth).

Granite (809)

Marble, blue (805)

Granit, Impala negro

(902)
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THE ELEGANCE OF WOOD DECOR FINISHES

The metal look finishes are high-grade DecoCoat surfaces D3 (fine structured and smooth).

(900)

Circular structure (903)

Chequered plate, light (901)

Chequered plate, dark (904)

Chequered plate,
light yellow (905)

Chequered plate, yellow (908)

Chequered plate, red (907)

Chequered plate, violet (911)

Chequered plate, blue (915)

Chequered plate,
light blue (910)

Chequered plate,
turquoise (912)

Chequered plate,
light green (913)

Chequered plate, green (814)

Chequered plate, brown (909)

Chequered plate,
light brown (906)

Stainless steel,
light, smooth (918)
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Triangular structure

Metal decor sales shelving is right on trend. The cool, minimalist look of the shelving
brings out the very best in the displayed articles. The metal decor finish is offered in a
range of colour shades.
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